2019학년도 편입학모집

필답고사 문제지(인문계 A형)
지원모집단위 :

수험번호 :

※ 문제지의 각 페이지가 모두 A형인지 확인 바랍니다.

성명 :

① expendable

② existent

③ humane

④ indispensable

※ 본 대학교 2019학년도 편입학모집 인문계열 필답고사는 총 6쪽
60문항이며, 문항별 배점은 Part I이 각 2.8점, Part II가 각 3.8 7. This course is a/an

introduction to

점, Part III가 각 3.2점, Part IV가 각 2.8점, Part V가 각 4.2점 computer programming. You will learn by example, write
real programs, and utilize what you have learned.

입니다.

※ 오답감점제가 시행되며, 오답은 정답 배점의 1/4만큼 감점됩니 ① practical
③ abstract

다. 무응답은 감점이 없습니다.

Part
Part
Part
Part
Part

I (10 문항)
II (5 문항)
III (15 문항)
IV (15 문항)
V (15 문항)

정답
+2.8 점
+3.8 점
+3.2 점
+2.8 점
+4.2 점

오답
-0.70 점
-0.95 점
-0.80 점
-0.70 점
-1.05 점

무응답
0 점
0 점
0 점
0 점
0 점

※ 답안은 OMR 카드에 컴퓨터용 사인펜으로 표기하여야 합니다.
Part I. 주어진 문장의 빈칸에 들어갈 가장 알맞은 단어를 고르시
오. [1-10]

② instinctive
④ edacious

8. Some linguists claim that language is

,

because children know things about language that they
could not possibly have learned.
① intrusive

② innate

③ infantile

④ instructed

9. Noam Chomsky wrote the sentence “Colorless ideas
sleep furiously” to illustrate that a grammatically correct
sentence can be

, or in other words, it does

not make sense.

1. Sejong the Great was the fourth king of the Joseon
, a lineage of rulers of the Korean Peninsula
for more than 500 years.
① royal

② loyalty

③ dynasty

④ emissary

① stupefied

② specified

③ selected

④ spoiled

③ nonperipheral

④ syntactic

win the election.

.

① expired

② taunted

③ conceded

④ jousted

Part II. 보기와 같이 주어진 단어 쌍과 가장 유사한 관계를 가진
단어 쌍을 고르시오. [11-15]
[보기]

.

① gratuity

② grandeur

③ gravel

④ groundkeeper

the White House race to

President-elect Donald Trump, admitting that she did not

3. In a restaurant in the U.S., it is customary to add 15%
to your bill as a

② nonsensical

10. Hillary Clinton

2. Jimmy forgot to put the milk in the refrigerator for a
week, and now it has been completely

① didactic

night : moon ::
① shadow : light
③ day : sun
정답은 ③번입니다.

11. liver : organ ::
4. It is difficult to describe in words what a spiral is, but ① fish : sea
it is easy to
it by making circles of ③ ox : husbandry

② moon : star
④ ray : laser

② ape : primate
④ dog : feline

decreasing radiuses with a finger.
① allow

② demonstrate

12. demography : population ::

③ measure

④ subscribe

① democracy : people

② ecology : environment

③ astrology : earth

④ autocracy : dictator

5. An aircraft carrier is a kind of warship that
airplanes and helicopters.

13. pragmatic : quixotic ::

① deciphers

② deploys

① pristine : polluted

② stubborn : obstinate

③ manufactures

④ mandates

③ malleable : flexible

④ stern : unmanageable

6. There are some

components of human 14. tillable : land ::
language — the things without which no language could ① dunes : walkable
exist.
③ navigable : river
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② impregnable : mountains
④ castle : invulnerable

15. beggary : money ::

their instincts and loving their babies.

① ailment : illness

② taciturn : reserved

① to simply trust

② of simple trusting

③ conservative : freedom

④ starvation : provisions

③ to simply trusting

④ of trusting simple

Part III. 주어진 문장의 빈칸에 들어갈 가장 알맞은 표현을 고르 24.

The

시오. [16-30]

country

is

changing,

and

it

will

change

its new government looks like.
① no matter what

16.

② no matter that

hired are like Mr. Jackson — well-educated ③ whoever

grown-ups who are still

childhood inventors in

④ whichever

their

hearts.

25. The value of credit derivatives

129 percent

① Much of those

② Much of these

from last year, to a whopping $12.79 trillion.

③ Most of these

④ Most of those

① traded globally grown

② traded globally grew

③ trading globally grew

④ trading globally grown

17.

Conventional

vaccines

are

notoriously

fragile,

a pandemic a logistical nightmare.

26. On one side of the police barriers

of

① make fight

② make fighting

young students, many with their mouths taped shut to

③ making fighting

④ making fight

symbolize their support for free speech.
① was dozen

② were dozens

18. As scientists peer into the molecular workings of ③ dozen was

④ dozens were

nature, engineers are starting to find information they can
apply

optics.

27. He and his business partner were indicted

① to advanced

② for advance

they tried to fraudulently purchase a fleet of gambling

③ to advancement

④ for advancement

boats.
① on charges that

19. Three
about

the

② against charges that

to the prime minister talked publicly ③ on charges
possibility

of

Israel’s

making

a

④ against charges

unilateral

withdrawal from the region.

28. His personal agenda on public services and democratic

① official closeness

② officials closeness

renewal remains

③ officials close

④ official close

① very large unfulfilling

② very large unfulfilled

③ very largely unfulfilling

④ very largely unfulfilled

20. In many eyewear boutiques,

.

since designers

cater to consumer tastes, using a wide variety of unique 29.
materials.

third richest country in the world, the

country is among the gloomiest.

① no two pairs are alike

② no two pairs are likely

① In spite the

② In spite a

③ not two pairs are likely

④ not two pairs are alike

③ Despite being a

④ Despite being the

21. Opaque and unregulated hedge funds are now involved 30.
in as many as 30 percent of the

and poverty, the region has long been

by some big fertile ground for religious extremism.

banks.
① deal cutting

② deals cutting

③ deal cut

④ deals cut

① Beset by ethnic strive

② Besetting by ethnic strife

③ Beset by ethnic strife

④ Besetting by ethnic strive

Part IV. 다음 밑줄 친 부분 중 틀린 것을 고르시오. [31-45]
22. The striped mosquito was once

people only

during daylight and reproduce only in clear water.

31. The first social responsibility of science is to

① thinking to attack

② thought to attack

③ thought of attack

④ thinking of attack

①
be shouted whenever it sees science and technology
②

③

23. Suggestions run the gamut from parents’ signing up being used in dangerous ways.
young

children

for

organized

learning

opportunities

④
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32. Mr. Kim was born without arms, but he was achieved

성명 :

40. Elementary schoolchildren’s most-desired job was

①

①

more than any able-bodied person would have in a
②

③

athlete, followed teacher, and doctor; middle school

④

②

lifetime.

students wanted to become teachers most.
③

④

33. I was invited to speak to a group of young students;
①

41. The mayor wants residents to be aware of the

after I shared my story, many of the students have come
②

③

①
relationship between that they use to keep their houses

up to me to tell me how inspired they were.

②

④

③

warm and their health.
④

34. I don’t think going for a walk is a good idea. It’s
①

42. She wants to continue making positive changes to

quite cold, and, besides, it’s getting late and we don’t
②

③

①
society by reaching out on more children with disabilities

like to be outward in the dark.

②

④

③

through a non-profit foundation.
④

35. Taekwondo has helped me to build confidence and to
①

43. The rapidly ageing population and low birthrate

channel the anger and frustration I had as a child with a
②

③

④

positive outlet.

have put our society to risk, inevitably landing the
①

②

③

younger generations in a more severe economic condition.
36. The temperature is expected to plummet, in Seoul’s
①

④

②

morning low on Friday dipping to minus 8 degrees
③

44. An example of a law declaring English to be the

④

①

Celsius.

official language of a state was passed in 1988 in Arizona;
②

37. Is biotechnology eroding our definition of what that
①

②

means to be human and changing our sense of identity?
③

this law required employees of the state to act in English
③
and in no another language.

④

④

38. The studio’s representative design products are match

45. They need to know how to dedicate themselves to and

①

①

boxes, erasers and pencils — products not used many
②

sacrifice for the government and society so as the next

③

these days — with modern designs for decorative

③
generation could have a better life.

④

④

purposes.
39. We are not close to get the job done in reducing the
①

②

②

③

greenhouse gas emissions that warm the planet.
④
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Part V. 주어진 글을 읽고 물음에 가장 알맞은 답을 고르시오. ② to advertise a new line of toys for children
[46-60]

③ to advise parents about the best child-rearing practices
④ to report a problematic phenomenon in society

[46-48]
If you were to enter the baby’s room in a typical [49-52]
American home today, you would probably see a crib full

The format of the Sun Dance, a traditional Native

of stuffed animals and colorful toys dangling directly over American

ceremonial

dance,

has

always

the infant. Some of these toys may light up, move, or community to community. (A)
play

music.

What

do

you

suppose

is

the

varied

from

, there are

parents’ certain features of the dance that many tribes share.

reasoning behind providing infants with so much to see Often, the dance must be initiated by a sponsor, someone
and do? Aside from the fact that babies seem to enjoy who takes a vow in the hope of being relieved of a worry,
and respond positively to these toys, most parents believe or being blessed in the coming year. [1] It is almost
that children need a stimulating environment for optimal always performed near the time of summer solstice. Most
brain development.
The

Sun Dances begin with the erection of a circular lodge

question

of

whether

certain

experiences around a solemnly chosen and cut central pole. During

produce physical changes in the brain has been a topic of the

next

three

or

four

days,

periods

of

dancing,

research among scientists for centuries. In 1785, Vincenzo accompanied by singing and drumming, are interspersed
Malacarne, (A)

, studied pairs of dogs from the with periods of rest and meditation. Dancers do not eat or

same litter and pairs of birds from the same batches of drink during the entire period of the dance, although
eggs. For each pair, he would train one participant over a some do chew on bear root to keep their mouths moist.
long period of time while the other would be equally cared Toward the end of the dance, participants experience
for but untrained. He discovered later, in his autopsies of visions and receive blessings. [2]
the

animals,

that

the

brains

of

the

trained

animals

Early Europeans were repulsed by some tribes’

appeared more complex, with a greater number of folds practice of self-mortification in the ceremony. [3] Dancing
and fissures. In the 19th century, attempts were made to and straining against the ropes, they eventually tore loose
relate the circumference of the human head with the from the skewers. Through this ritual, participants literally
amount of learning a person had experienced. Although suffer on behalf of their community and call upon the
some early findings claimed such a relationship, later Creator to pity and assist them in the fulfillment of their
research determined that this was not a valid measure of vows. [4] This aspect of the ritual was the main reason
brain development.

federal officials prohibited it between the late 1870s and
1935. Despite the ban, however, many tribes continued to

46. Which occupation best describes Vincenzo Malacarne hold the Sun Dance surreptitiously in remote areas of
in the blank (A)?

their reservations or to enact it without its objectionable

① a physicist

② an anatomist

③ an optometrist

④ a biostatistician

features.
49. Which of the following is most suitable for the blank

47. According to the passage, which of the following is (A)?
NOT a reason why you would find stuffed animals and ① Therefore

② Hence

colorful toys in a baby’s room?

④ Meanwhile

③ Nevertheless

① Because babies appear to like them
② Because parents believe that babies disregard optimal 50. Which is the most appropriate place for the sentence
brain development

below?

③ Because babies seem to react affirmatively to them
④ Because parents suppose that babies need stimulating

Male dancers had their breasts or backs skewered
and tied to a central lodge pole.

surroundings
48. Which of the following best describes the purpose of
writing the above passage?

① [1]

② [2]

③ [3]

④ [4]

① to introduce a line of scientific research
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성명 :

51. According to the passage, which of the following is ② emphasize the safe landing of InSight on Mars after a
NOT true?

long journey

① Dancers are allowed to bite a certain plant root to ③ explain the experiments InSight will perform to reveal
moisten their mouths.

Mars’ secrets

② An individual can initiate the Sun Dance as a sponsor.
③ Some aspects of the Sun Dance are common to many

④ show how the wobble in the rotation of Mars is related
to its magnetic field

tribes.
④ The

Sun

Dance

was

not

performed

during

the 54. Which is the most appropriate place for the sentence

prohibition period.

below?
Unlike the space agency’s rovers, InSight is a

52. According to the passage, the main objective of the
self-mortification is to
① test

the

.

participants’

limits

one spot.
to

endure

physical

sufferings
② show the participants’ courage and determination to
help the community
③ induce the Creator to help the participants fulfill their
vows
④ experience visions of the tribal future and participants’
pity toward the Creator
[53-56]
After traveling 300 million miles through the solar
system, NASA’s InSight spacecraft descended through the
Martian sky and touched down safely on the smooth
surface of Elysium Planitia. [1]
Using a robotic arm, the lander will first install a
super-sensitive seismometer on the Martian surface, where
it will listen for meteorite impacts and Marsquakes. [2]
The seismic waves from these events will give scientists a
clearer picture of the planet’s internal structure. InSight
will then release its heat probe, a self-hammering 16-inch
nail that will burrow down as deep as 16 feet over the
course of several weeks. The instrument will measure how
much heat escapes from Mars’ interior, which will reveal
the amount of heat-producing

radioactive elements

contains and how (A)

it

active the planet is

today. [3] The spacecraft also has two X-band antennas
on its deck that make up a third instrument, called RISE.
[4] Radio signals from RISE will be used to track the
wobble

of

understand

Mars’
the

orbit.

size

and

This

will

state

of

help
the

researchers

Martian

core.

Together, these experiments will crack open Mars and spill
the planetary secrets scientists have sought for decades.
53. The author’s main purpose in writing this passage is
to

.

① discuss Martian internal structure and heat-producing
radioactive elements

lander designed to study an entire planet from just

① [1]

② [2]

③ [3]

④ [4]

55. Which of the following is most suitable for the blank
(A)?
① astronomically

② geologically

③ geometrically

④ astronautically

56. According to the passage, which of the following is
true?
① NASA managed to land spacecraft safely on the surface
of Mars three times.
② The deck of InSight spacecraft has a total of five
instruments that can reveal Martian secrets.
③ The seismic waves will be used in tracking the wobble
in the rotation of Mars.
④ A self-hammering nail will measure the amount of heat
coming from the inside of Mars.
[57-60]
Ticked off, peeved, irritated, bothered, annoyed, no
matter how you may say it, being angry is an emotion no
one enjoys feeling. But (A)

it’s completely

normal and human to experience anger, problems can
come into play when we don’t process our feelings in a
healthy way. Anger can become a very real, chronic issue,
if not handled properly and in a timely manner. You
could find yourself blowing up at the smallest things,
doing or saying things in the heat of the moment that you
later regret.
It may sound silly, but counting to ten (or, if
you’re really angry, 100) is a great way to immediately
relieve some built up tension. Why? Because it focuses
your mind on the specific task of taking care of yourself
first.
Plenty
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of

things

can

cause

anger

but

those

problems can also be solved if you’re willing to meet them
head-on. Rather than just blowing up and storming off
when your teen misbehaves, your co-worker annoys you
or your spouse doesn’t see eye-to-eye with you on a
certain issue, work on getting to the root of the problem.
Discussing differences in a way that all parties involved
feel respected and letting someone you care about know
how you feel are things every human being is capable of
doing.
57. Which is the most appropriate place for the sentence
below?
Here are some healthy ways to process your anger.

① Before the 1st paragraph

② After the 1st paragraph

③ After the 2nd paragraph

④ After the 3rd paragraph

58. Which of the following is most suitable for the blank
(A)?
① whatever

② so

③ likewise

④ while

59. What is the best headline for the 3rd paragraph?
① Give yourself a time out

② Address the issue

③ Hit the gym

④ Find a way to endure

60. According to the passage, which of the following is
true?
① Anger will be a chronic issue if it is handled properly.
② When your spouse does not see your eyes straight, you
may blow up and storm off.
③ Getting to the root of the problem does not mean that
you are capable of being able to let someone you care
about know how you feel.
④ As a human being, you have the ability to discuss
differences in a way that all parties concerned feel
respected.
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